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a b s t r a c t

Subsequence search and distance measures are crucial tools in time series data mining. This paper
presents our Python package entitled TSSEARCH, which provides a comprehensive set of methods for
subsequence search and similarity measurement in time series. These methods are user-customizable
for more flexibility and efficient integration into real deployment scenarios. TSSEARCH enables fast
exploratory time series data analysis and was validated in the context of human activity recognition
and indoor localization.

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Code metadata

Current code version v0.1.1
Permanent link to code/repository used for this code version https://github.com/ElsevierSoftwareX/SOFTX-D-21-00210
Code Ocean compute capsule n/a
Legal Code License BSD 3-Clause Licence
Code versioning system used Git
Software code languages, tools, and services used Python
Compilation requirements, operating environments & dependencies NumPy, Scipy, Matplotlib and Numba
If available Link to developer documentation/manual https://tssearch.readthedocs.io
Support email for questions info@fraunhofer.pt

Software metadata
1. Motivation and significance

Time series data mining algorithms use subsequence search
s a subroutine. Subsequence search is a useful exploratory tool
hat has been used in many areas such as music information
etrieval [1], gait analysis [2], and indoor localization [3] to find
ommon patterns and behaviors in data.
Let us define two time series Q := (q1, q2, . . . , qN ) and Y :=

(y1, y2, . . . , yM ) of length N and M respectively. The subsequence
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search problem on time series can be formally defined as given
a query Q and a longer target time series Y , find the set of
best subsequences of Y , beginning at Yi, that minimize a sim-
ilarity measurement to Q , where i is the initial instant of each
subsequence [4].

We present in this paper a Python package entitled TSSEARCH,
which provides techniques for query-based subsequence search
on time series, along with implementations of commonly used
distance measures. TSSEARCH supports both univariate and mul-
tivariate time series and was written to be easily extendable by
the community with additional time series distances or subse-
quence search methods.

In literature, there are related packages available with base
distance measures for time series, such as TSdist [5]
icle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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nd dtaidistance [6]. Other complementary packages, such as
yts [7] and sktime [8], focus on supervised learning problems
istinct from the search problem. Another example is tslearn
9], a general-purpose machine learning library with supporting
ools for the complete development pipeline. However, none of
he packages listed above focus on addressing the problem of sub-
equence search. This problem was addressed in UCR Suite [10],
hich enables optimized subsequence search on extensive data-
ets. However, its software implementation is not easily extend-
ble. Compared to these packages, TSSEARCH focuses primarily
n the subsequence search problem and performs highly cus-
omizable query-based searches with additional functionalities.
TSSEARCH is currently being used to segment repetitive mo-

ion in the context of human activity recognition [11] and find
imilar location patterns in indoor localization [3].
In the rest of this paper, we present an overview of the im-

lemented architecture and functionalities, illustrative examples
f elementary usage, and the impact and contribution to spark
uture research on the topic.

. Software description

.1. Software architecture

TSSEARCH is a cross-platform package for Python 3. It depends
n Numpy [12] and SciPy [13], which provide efficient numerical
outines for multi-dimensional data. It also relies on Numba [14]
or efficient computation and Matplotlib [15] for visualization.

In order to perform a similarity search between time series, a
istance measurement is required. Distance measures that com-
are the ith point of one time series to the ith point of another
re denoted as lock-step measures (e.g., Euclidean distance and
he other Lp norms). Distances that allow the comparison of one-
o-many points (e.g., DTW and Longest Common Subsequence
LCSS)) are denoted as elastic measures [16]. Many forms of
ime series queries have been proposed over the years. For non-
epetitive data, query search finds the occurrences of a query on
n longer signal. For repetitive data, we shall refer to a slight
ariation as segmentation, whose goal is to identify the boundary
ime instants between consecutive repetitions.

In Fig. 1, we summarize the TSSEARCH processing pipeline.
he data consists of time series represented through Numpy
rrays of shape (T ,D), where T is their length and D is their
imensionality. For multivariate time series, the dimensionality
f the query and sequence must be the same. Usually, the length
f the query is much smaller than the sequence. Users can choose
he desired search methods or distances, either by individual
election or filtering based on the distance type. This search
onfiguration is specified using a JSON formatted file. An example
ith a portion of the configuration file is illustrated in Listing 1.
he syntax includes the distance name, a short description, the
ethod name, associated parameters, and whether it supports
ultivariate input. The use key defines which distances are used

or the search. If the user selects multiple distances, the routine
ill run separately for each distance. The output consists of a de-
ailed report of the search. It describes the occurrences found by
resenting the time instants where they are located, the optimal
lignment path (for the case of elastic measures), and the distance
o the query.

The package is divided into three main submodules: tssearch.
istances contains the implementation of the similarity measures;
ssearch.search contains the implementation of high-level rou-
ines for query search and segmentation; and tssearch.utils, which
contains some utilities along with visualization methods to sup-
port the output report.
2

1 {
2 " elastic " : {
3 " Dynamic Time Warping " : {
4 " multivariate " : " yes " ,
5 " description " : " " ,
6 " function " : " dtw " ,
7 " parameters " : {
8 " dtw_type " : " dtw " ,
9 " alpha " : 1

10 },
11 " use " : " yes "
12 },
13 " Longest Common Subsequence " : {
14 " multivariate " : " yes " ,
15 " description " : " " ,
16 " function " : " lcss " ,
17 " parameters " : {
18 " eps " : 1,
19 " report " : " distance "
20 },
21 " use " : " yes "
22 }
23 }
24 }

Listing 1: Example of the JSON configuration file with two
implemented elastic distances.

Table 1
Overview of the implemented distances as of version v0.1.1.
Lock-step

Lp Distances
Cross Correlation Distance
Pearson Correlation Distance
Short Time Series Distance (STS) [17]

Elastic

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS)
Time Warp Edit Distance (TWED) [18]

Time

Time Alignment Measurement (TAM) [19]

2.2. Software functionalities

2.2.1. Time series distances
A summary of the implemented time series distances in-

cluded in v0.1.1 of TSSEARCH is presented in Table 1. These
distances are used for the search routines. Nevertheless, if the
user is only interested in measuring the distance between time
series using any of these distances, it can be achieved using the
time_series_distance method, which receives two time series and
the configuration file declaring which distances will be computed.

2.2.2. Search methods
TSSEARCH addresses the time series search problem with

two approaches. The tssearch.time_series_search method locates
the k-best occurrences of a given query on a longer sequence
based on a distance measurement. By default, k is set to retrieve
the maximum number of matches. The user can also explic-
itly define the value of k to retrieve the k-best occurrences.
The tssearch.time_series_segmentation locates the time instants
between consecutive query repetitions on a longer and repetitive
sequence.

2.2.3. Query sample weights
For some circumstances, it would be helpful to assign weights

to each point of the query that measure their relative contribution
to the overall distance. An example of use cases for this function-
ality would be finding a query where we are more uncertain on
the shape of some intervals, thus assigning lower weights.
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Fig. 1. The software searches for the occurrences of query Q in the S1 and S2 sequences. The user can customize the search by defining which elastic or lock-step
istances will be used. The output consists of presenting the time instants where the query is found, the optimal alignment path (for the case of elastic measures),
nd the distance to the query. In the case of segmentation, it is assumed that the time series where the search is conducted are repetitive and, consequently, the
bjective is to identify the transition instants between subsequences.
.2.4. Visualization
TSSEARCH implements visualization methods to present the

esults of the segmentation and query search. The visualization
ighlights the time instants where the matches are located and a
olor-coding representing their distance value to the query.

.2.5. User customization
TSSEARCH provides flexibility for users to add their cus-

tomized distances. Users can write the customized distance met-
hod and provide documentation that includes declaring the dis-
tance domain, either lock-step or elastic.

. Illustrative examples

We now provide two illustrative examples of the software
nteraction and functionalities. The examples are available on a
oogle Colab, accessed from the package’s GitHub repository.

.1. Segmenting electrocardiography data

In this example, we used a ten-second segment from an ECG
ecord. Several heartbeats are present in the recording. In order
o simplify the example, we defined the query as one of the
eartbeats present during the 10 s recording. Listing 2 presents
n example code to perform the segmentation. In line 4, the user
efines DTW as the distance for the segmentation. In line 6, the
egmentation is calculated and the output assigned to a variable.
he method receives as inputs the configuration file, the query,
nd the sequence. In this case, the user also specified a weights
ector assigning less contribution to the second local maxima (T
ave).

1 import tssearch
2
3 data = tssearch.load_ecg_example()
4 cfg = tssearch.get_distance_dict([ " Dynamic Time

Warping " ])
5
6 out = tssearch.time_series_segmentation(cfg,

data[ " query " ], data[ " sequence " ],
weight=data[ " weight " ])

Listing 2: Illustrative code example for query-based ECG
segmentation.
3

The output visualization is represented in Fig. 2 and was
generated using visualization methods available in the library.

For scenarios where the user might be interested in further
characterizing each subsequence, this could be accomplished us-
ing the distances values calculated for each segment and/or us-
ing TSFEL [20] or MVTS [21] to extract temporal, statistical,
and spectral features as data representations for classification
algorithms.

3.2. Stride segmentation on walking data

We will now describe an additional example from a wear-
able sensor-based human activity dataset to further illustrate
TSSEARCH’s applicability on the content of kinesiology with an
example of multidimensional data. The CSL-SHARE dataset covers
22 activities of daily living and sports from 20 subjects in a total
time of 691 min. It contains synchronized multichannel biosignals
recorded from various types of sensors with a relevant context for
multidimensional subsequence searching [11].

In this example, stride segmentation is accomplished on a trial
where a subject was walking. Two time series were considered for
this multivariate query search example — acceleration data from
an accelerometer and angular data from a goniometer attached to
the subject’s knee. Listing 3 presents an example code to perform
the segmentation. In lines 7 and 8, the user defines the DTW
with an additional parameter α that weights the contribution
between the cost in the amplitude and its first derivative. In line
10, the query search is calculated, and the output is assigned to
a variable. The method receives as inputs the configuration file,
the query, and the sequence. Since the user did not explicitly
define the number of matches, it retrieves the maximum number
of matches.

1 import tssearch
2 import numpy as np
3
4 query = np.loadtxt( " query.txt " )
5 sequence = np.loadtxt( " sequence.txt " )
6
7 cfg = tssearch.get_distance_dict([ " Dynamic Time

Warping " ])
8 cfg[ " elastic " ][ " Dynamic Time

Warping " ][ " parameters " ][ " alpha " ] = 0.5
9

10 out = tssearch.time_series_search(cfg, query,
sequence)

Listing 3: Illustrative code example for query search applied to
stride segmentation.
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Fig. 2. Results of the query-based ECG segmentation example. The query is depicted on the left. The query was customized by the user, who assigned a region with
relatively low importance (in blue) for the segmentation. The sequence is depicted on the right, and the vertical dashed lines represent the calculated segmentation
instants. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 3. Results of the multivariate query search applied to stride segmentation. The query and sequence are composed of two time series. The query is depicted on
he left. The sequence is depicted on the right. The distance measures the similarity between the query and each match. The distance used was DTW.
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The output visualization is represented in Fig. 3 and was
enerated using visualization methods available in the library.

. Impact

The subsequence search is one of the most important subrou-
ines for time series pattern mining. Subsequence search is used
cross different stages of the machine learning stack. In the initial
tages, subsequence search can segment windows of interest,
urther characterized downstream using feature extraction meth-
ds. Furthermore, measuring the distance between a query and
he segmented intervals provides quantitative data to perform
ownstream data mining tasks, such as clustering or supervised
lassification.
Specific applications include: financial, marketing, or stock

rice time series, where typical queries would be:

• Which companies have stock prices during a given time
interval similar to our company?

• Did we have in the past similar cases that resemble the last
month’s sales pattern of our product?

Typical queries for scientific datasets composed of time series
ould be:

• Which past days showed earthquake activity similarly to
today’s pattern?

• Given a heartbeat irregularity defined by the query, how
many similar heartbeat irregularities did the patient have
during the exam?
4

• During a walking exercise, how much stride variability does
exist in healthy subjects and patients with a neurological
condition?

TSSEARCH helps time series data scientists by providing a
set of methods for subsequence search and similarity measure-
ment. Those methods were previously validated in the context
of human activity recognition [11] and indoor localization [3].
TSSEARCH is also easily extendable so that advanced users can
create additional search or distance measurement methods cus-
tomized to their needs. The parameters for subsequence search
experiments are also recorded in a configuration file, promot-
ing the openness and reproducibility of the scientific method
among researchers. For scenarios where the user after the sub-
sequence search is interested in further characterizing each ut-
terance, TSSEARCH was written to work along with TSFEL [20],
Python package dedicated to time series feature extraction. For
his use case, the output is a standardized file format ready to be
igested by classification libraries like Orange [22], Weka [23], or
cikit-learn [24].

. Conclusions

We have developed a Python package entitled TSSEARCH,
hich provides a comprehensive set of methods for subsequence
earch and similarity measurement in time series. TSSEARCH
ncludes unit tests and proper code documentation. Besides these
trongly oriented coding guidelines, this project has three main
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ontributions: (1) create a dedicated Python package to address
he problem of subsequence search in univariate and multivariate
ime series; (2) incorporation of weights to customize the impor-
ance of given query intervals and (3) an easily extendable API
o allow the customization of distance measurements and search
ethods.
TSSEARCH is open for contributions and invites users to ex-

tend the library with new subsequence search methods and sim-
ilarity measurements across different scientific disciplines.

TSSEARCH is open-source, available online at GitHub, well-
documented, and constantly maintained. The presented illus-
trative examples have shown that it might be a powerful tool
dedicated to the problem of subsequence search in time series.
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